
Construction of the Southern Maine Community College Rachel Drifter
*The enemy of any drifter is motion- keep your measurements accurate and your connections tight & secure

1) Cut a 50”  length of 2” PVC pipe.  

2) Using the end of the 2” PVC pipe trace an outline of the pipe on a piece of  blue foam 
insulation.  This is going to create a plug for the pipe. Cut out the plug using the inside diameter 
of the pipe.  You just need one plug.

3) Insert the plug into the bottom of the pipe- use a yard stick to tap the plug down into the pipe. 
Use the yard stick to also  ensure the plug is 12” from the bottom of the 50” pipe.  To keep the 
plug in place- cut a 5” piece of duct tape, fold into a loop and use the yard stick to smooth the 
tape to the insides of the pipe and the plug.



4) Set pipe aside- Mix marine foam as per container instructions.  You will need to make 
approximately 4 oz. of foam to fill the pipe.  Pour foam into the top of the pipe (the end without 
the foam blue plug).  Overflow of foam is ok.  Wait for foam to dry, then cut off excess with 
hack saw.  Note- foam set-up time and ability to fill the PVC tube can be affected by weather as 
well as humidity.

5) While foam is drying cut the drifter sail material.  Sail material is a vinyl product.  Canvas 
materials have thus far been unsuccessful.  Cut 4 sails to the dimensions of 41” by 19”.  If the 
vinyl has a dull side, use the dull side to create and seal the sleeves for your sails.  Each sail will 
need a sleeve at the top and the bottom of the sail.  
To create the sleeves fold the ends of the sail down 4 and 3/4” down.  Marking the folding point 
with a yard stick is best.  Place a strip of HH66 glue on the edge of the sail as well as along the 
meeting point of the flap- avoid excess glue in the fold, you want to create a sleeve for the spar 
to enter.



6) Drill a ½” hole 2” from the bottom of the PVC pipe. This will become the hole for the spar 
used to hold up the sails.  Using a jig makes this easier. Next, drill a second spar hole 36” 
(on center) above the first.  Third, rotate pipe 900 and drill a spar hole 2” from the bottom 
and a second 36” on center above. (Note: To ensure the holes are perpendicular to each 
other, we often use a jig wrapped around the pipe which has holes equi-distant from each 
other.)

7) Obtain (2) 2 lb dive weights.  Oblong or oval weights work best.  Cut off a 5” section of
 copper cooling pipe insulation (black foam).  Slice the 5” section in half length wise.  Wrap the foam 
lengthwise over the dive weight and secure it to the dive weight with electrical tape.  Repeat  with the 
second dive weight.   Insert the wrapped weights into the bottom of the 50” PVC pipe.  Bottom is the 
end with the blue plug.  Dive weights may need to be tapped in until they hit the  foam plug.  Once in- 
fill the remaining space with copper pipe insulation to the first spar hole.



8) Spars- fiberglass rods are pre-cut for the drifter.  To ensure a tight fit into the 2” PVC 
Center- a plastic shrink wrap sleeve is centered on the spars.  Two spars are 55” long and 
two spars are 48” long.  Mark center on each spar- 55” is at 27.5” and the 48” spar is to be 
marked at 24” down.  Next cut (4) 3.5” long sections of the plastic sleeve.  Mark the plastic 
sleeve at halfway – or at 1.75”.    Place the marked sleeves in a test tube rack and 
heat/warm.  Quickly slide the warm plastic sleeves over the spars- aligning the midpoint of 
the plastic sleeve with the mid-point of the spars.

9) Acquire 4 buoy sticks. Color is personal preference.   Drill two  3/8” holes (¼” and 1 ¼”) 
from the bottom of the buoy sticks.  Bottom is the flat end, not the pointy end of the stick. 
Secure two toggles (brown net buoys) to each buoy stick – a rubber mallet works well for 
this as well as putting a piece of scrap PVC pipe between the toggle and the mallet.  Keep 
hammering the pair of toggles until there is a few inches of buoy stick poking through. If 
you see the second ridge on the stick you have gone far enough.



         10)  Drill two cotterpin holes in both ends of the 55” spar ¼” and 7/8” from the end.  Also- 
     Drill one cotterpin hole in each end of the 48”  spar 1/4” from the end. Note: This step can be
     optional since these cotterpins are used to hold washers that prevent sails from sliding off the
     spars at the bottom but one might alternatively use several wraps of electric tape. 

11) Drill two side-by-side ½” holes through both sides of a PVC pipe fitting.  Approximately ½ 
      from the top- through the coupling. Place transmitter on top and secure with cable ties. To
      prevent the hose clamp from chaffing through the bag material, pad with rubber or similar
      material.
         

12)  Attach GPS transmitter. Protect GPS transitter with either 4200 or 5200 marine caulking.
                   Seal case with electrical tape. Double bag the transmitter with bags made of extra sail cloth
                   Note: Put a note inside the bag describing the project, your contact info, and ask finders to
                   mail transmitter back.

        GPS Transmitters- activate, place outside and monitor your GPS unit for atleast one hour 
        before attaching it to your drifter and releasing it in the water.

            13)  Label your drifter.  Create stickers using logos, names, etc. Laminate and secure to pipe 
                   with clear packing tape.  Use Sharpie markers to add phone numbers and contact
                   information on the outside of the drifter.

14)  Release the drifter. Note: Always check the tide before a drifter release- you want to release 
                   on an outgoing tide!




